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ABSTRACT. The structure of butyl carbamate and of its complex with water generated in a 
supersonic expansion has been characterized by Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy. Up 
to 13 low-energy conformations of the monomer have been predicted which differ in the relative 
orientation of the butyl chain and the amide group. However, only three conformations have 
been observed experimentally. The remaining low energy conformers are expected to 
interconvert into the observed rotamers through collisional relaxation processes in the supersonic 
jet. The values of the C-O-Cα-Cβ dihedral angle observed for the two most stable conformers of 
butyl carbamate, with extended configurations, can be directly correlated with the values of this 
angle in the two experimentally observed conformers of the shorter-chain molecule, ethyl 
carbamate. The less stable form shows a weak C-HꞏꞏꞏO=C intramolecular hydrogen bond from 
the terminal methyl group to the carbamate C=O group, stabilizing a folded configuration. For 
the most stable butyl carbamate monomer the complex with one molecule of water has been 
observed. In that complex the water molecule attaches to the amide group in a cyclic 
arrangement using two hydrogen bonds. The results indicate that water does not substantially 
alter the conformational behavior of butyl carbamate. 
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Introduction 

Carbamates, frequently called urethanes, are a large family of organic compounds present in 

many biomolecules playing a key role in medicinal chemistry.1,2 Carbamate compounds are 

derived from carbamic acid, in which one, two or three hydrogen atoms have been substituted by 

an organic chain. In this way, when the hydrogen of the carboxylic group is substituted, the 

carbamate is defined as an ester-derivative of an amide, and thus it presents some of the features 

of the peptide bond. One important aspect of the carbamates is their ability to regulate the 

formation of inter- or intramolecular interactions with enzymes or receptors.2 Carbamates are 

observed in biochemistry as protein or amino acid residues and also as intermediates in several 

processes.3 In addition, they are implicated in Calvin cycle in the vegetal photosynthesis so can 

be also related to global warming.4 Besides their use as insecticides5,6 and their importance for 

pharmacotherapy in medicinal chemistry, some carbamates are also important in industry, 

especially for polymer synthesis.7 

In order to understand the properties of carbamates and relate them to their chemical or 

biological behavior it is essential to analyze their possible conformations and relative stabilities. 

Also, it is important to study the proton donor or acceptor character which is important to 

characterize their reactivity8,9 or to know how some properties, such as electron density, can vary 

when the substituents change or when the carbamate interacts with other molecules.10  

The study of carbamates in the gas phase can provide valuable information regarding structural 

disposition preferences and conformational distribution. When the number of carbon atoms in 

the carbamate side chain increases, more low-energy conformations arise. Some of them could 

be stabilized by long-range intramolecular interactions between the aliphatic chain and the amide 

group. Thus, the study of long-chain carbamates could contribute to the understanding of the 

possibilities of formation of inter- vs. intra-molecular interactions. They can also serve to model 

the interactions between polar and non-polar groups. Only a few carbamates have so far been 

studied in the gas phase, and only those with “short” lateral chains. Methyl carbamate has 

probably been the carbamate which has received most attention since it is a candidate precursor 

of biological molecules in the interstellar medium. Its structure has been thoroughly 

characterized by microwave,11-14 IR spectroscopy,15 or X-ray crystallography.16 A second 

member of the family, ethyl carbamate, has also been characterized by microwave,17,18 IR 

spectroscopy,19 and X-ray crystallography.20 
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In contrast, no similar study has so far been performed for longer chain carbamates. In this work 

we aimed to investigate the structure of butyl carbamate (Bcb) (see Scheme 1) and of its complex 

with water by taking advantage of the power of high-resolution microwave spectroscopy. Such 

experiments have presently been carried out at conditions of supersonic expansion where it is 

possible to study isolated molecules at very low temperature, when their properties are not 

affected by solvent or self-aggregation effects. We have also detected in the supersonic jet and 

analyzed the 1:1 complex formed between Bcb and water. 

 

Scheme 1. Butyl carbamate (C5H11NO2). 

Experimental and theoretical methods 

Butyl carbamate (C5H11NO2), a white crystalline solid with melting point of ca. 55°C, was 

purchased and used without further purification (98%). The microwave spectrum (2-8 GHz) of 

butyl carbamate was first recorded in a chirped-pulse Fourier transform spectrometer (CP-

FTMW).21,22 The sample was held in a stainless steel heated nozzle at approximately 90-100°C 

in order to increase its population in the gas phase. The vapor of butyl carbamate was mixed with 

Ar carrier gas, which for the investigation of the microsolvated complex was previously seeded 

with water vapor, at a stagnation pressure of 1.6 bars. A supersonic jet was generated by pulsing 

the gas mixture (for ca. 900 μs) through a small diameter nozzle (0.8 mm) into the high vacuum 

chamber. A chirped pulse of ca. 5 μs covering a 2 GHz bandwidth was used for sample 

polarization. The molecular emission FID signal was recorded for about 10 μs. In this instrument 

the frequency measurement accuracy is better than 15 kHz, with resolution power better than 30 

kHz. Refined measurements between 5-18 GHz were done in two narrow band Fourier 

transform, Fabry-Perot cavity microwave spectrometers (MB-FTMW), in Valladolid23 and at the 

Institute of Physics in Warsaw.24 The experimental conditions of pressure and temperature were 

similar to the ones described above. In these instruments, a short microwave pulse of ca. 1-5 μs 

is emitted to polarize the sample at a discrete frequency, and a narrow spectral segment is 

recorded. However, the frequency measurement accuracy is better than 3 kHz, with resolution of 
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better than 10 kHz, which allowed complete resolution of the hyperfine structure due to 14N 

nuclear quadrupole coupling. A comparison between the chirped-pulse and the cavity 

instruments for the same transition is shown in Figure 1. The intensity of the spectra was not 

sufficient to observe any isotopologues in natural abundance. The spectrum of the complex using 

a mixture of isotopically enriched H2
18O with H2

16O in proportion of 1:3 was recorded in the 

MB-FTMW spectrometer in Valladolid. Several transitions were measured for the 

monoisotopically substituted 18O complex to determine its rotational constants. 

The conformational space of butyl carbamate was investigated by exploring the dihedral angles 

d1=N-C-O-C, d2=C-O-C-C, d3=O-C-O-C and d4=C-C-C-C (see Figure 2) giving 

rise to the different stable structures shown in Figure S1. Geometry optimizations25 were first 

done using the DFT hybrid functional B3LYP26-28 combined with GD329 empirical dispersion 

correction and the 6-311++G(d,p)30 basis set. Further ab initio optimizations at the MP2/6-

311++G(d,p)31 and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ32 levels of theory. In all cases the harmonic 

approximation was used to calculate the Gibbs energy and vibrational frequencies, confirming 

that all predicted configurations were true minima. The conformers were initially labelled from I 

to XIII according to their Gibbs energies at MP2/6-311++G(d,p) (see Tables S1-S3). When 

analyzing the different forms of butyl carbamate two facts should be taken into account. First, 

the amino group is predicted to be in a slightly pyramidal configuration, so for each conformer 

there is a corresponding non-equivalent inverted form, with the exception of conformer III, 

which is predicted to have two equivalent forms. Fortunately, the energy difference between the 

inverted NH2 forms is very small, with a predicted barrier to planarity of around 10 cm-1 with 

respect to the high-energy form. In this case, it can be expected that ground vibrational state of 

the inversion vibration is above the barrier in all cases, with an effectively nearly planar structure 

for the amino group. Second, butyl carbamate shows transient chirality so that each form given 

in Figure S1 has a non-superimposable mirror image conformer, again with the exception of 

form III. It is noted that transient enantiomers in each pair have the same energy and rotational 

parameters being thus indistinguishable with conventional rotational spectroscopy. For that 

reason we have also adopted an alternative notation to identify easily the different conformers by 

using four successive letters to describe the values of the d1, d2, d3 and d4 dihedral angles. The 

labels T, G+, G-, A+ or A- were used to denote the antiperiplanar (T, ~180º), synclinal (G+, ~60º; 

G-, -60º) or anticlinal (A+, ~120º; A-, ~-120º), configurations respectively according to 
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conventional Newman projections. In Tables S1-S3 for each of the I-XIII forms they are given 

the two four-letter labeling corresponding to each of the two equivalent mirror image forms. 

Finally, the structures for complexes with water were predicted for monomers I and IV taking 

into account that, as has been demonstrated in other systems,9,33,34 complex formation as 

controlled by a kinetic mechanism, occurs mainly from the conformers present with appreciable 

concentration in the jet. As described below this occur only for forms I and IV of butyl 

carbamate. The corresponding water complexes of those forms were calculated at the MP2/6-

311++G(d,p) level of theory (see Figure S2 and Table S3) based on the complexes observed in 

previous works for microsolvation of amides.8,10,22,33,35,36 

 

Figure 1. The 40,430,3 rotational transition for the butyl carbamate I monomer showing the 

difference in the resolution for the hyperfine structure (F´F´´ transitions) as measured in a) CP-

FTMW, or in b) MB-FMTW. In the lower spectrum each transition appears as a doublet due to 

the instrumental Doppler effect. 
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Results and discussion 

Microwave spectra 

The predicted rotational constants, dipole moment components and quadrupole coupling 

constants were used to simulate the spectra for the monomers. In general, the predicted dipole 

moment components are sufficiently large to lead to observable a, b and c-type spectra, with μb 

the most prominent dipole moment component for the majority of the monomers (see Tables S1-

S3). The analysis of the experimental b-type patterns in the CP-FTMW spectrum resulted in the 

assignment of two species which were matched with conformers I and IV (see Figure 2). After 

this identification, a and c-type transitions were also measured and added to the fit for both 

forms. Once the lines belonging to conformers I and IV were removed it was possible to observe 

a R-branch groups of lines which allowed assignment of the complex between monomer I and 

one molecule of water (see Figure 2). A new cleaning of the CP-FTMW spectrum from the 

complex spectral lines allowed us to assign a weak series of Q-branch b-type lines from their 

frequency and 14N quadrupole coupling hyperfine structure patterns. The parameters determined 

from the Q-branch lines ((A-C)/2 = 1050.3 MHz and =-0.819) correlate with the calculated 

parameters of conformers VIII and XII. The observation of very weak R-branch, a-, b- and c-

type transitions seems to indicate that the observed conformer is probably VIII (see Figure 2), 

since form XII has a a electric dipole moment component predicted to be close to zero. Lines in 

the 5-18 GHz frequency range were measured in the MB-FTMW spectrometers so as to 

determine the more precise values for the rotational parameters and to resolve the 14N hyperfine 

structure (see Figure 1). The final fits (see Table 1 for the monomers and Table 2 for the 

complex) were made using an A-reduced semirigid asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian in the Ir 

representation supplemented by a quadrupole coupling term.37-39 For the H2
18O isotopologue the 

fit was made by fixing the centrifugal distortion and quadrupole coupling constants to the values 

determined for the parent species (see Table 2). The experimental frequencies for all the 

observed species are collected in Tables S5-S9. 
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Figure 2. Experimentally observed monomers for butyl carbamate and the 1:1 butylcarbamate 

and water complex. 

Table 1. Experimental rotational parameters for the Bcb I, Bcb IV and Bcb VIII monomers compared to 

ab initio (MP2/6-311++G(d,p)). 

 Bcb I Bcb IV Bcb VIII 
Parametersa Expt. ab initio Expt. ab initio Expt.  

A /MHz 5172.37967(31)b 5107.35 5408.12217(52)  5231.20 3230.0583 (11) 3160.53 
B /MHz 850.195022(77) 856.82 827.679134(71) 840.67 1319.07575(61) 1351.92 
C /MHz 771.611551(74) 775.37 793.827259(64) 805.65 1129.43719(59) 1155.91 
       
Paa /uÅ2 575.842738(41) 571.34 576.892790(37) 565.92 337.06547(23) 325.57 
Pbb /uÅ2 79.122839(41) 80.45 59.743203(37) 61.37 110.39554(23) 111.65 
Pcc /uÅ2 18.584413(41) 18.50 33.704946(37) 35.24 46.06575(23) 48.26 
       
J /kHz 0.13555(27) 0.142 0.14017(57)  0.135  0.668(28)  0.634 
JK /kHz -2.4651(40)  -2.64 -1.7600(80)   -1.73 -0.596(22)  0.059 
K /kHz 24.310(35)   25.4 24.290(65)    21.2  4.27(29)   3.01 
J /kHz 0.00832(11) 0.0774 0.016237(61) 0.0162  0.1234(12) 0.105 
K /kHz 0.798(29)   0.816 [0.]  1.49  1.558(34)  1.577 
       
3/2(aa) /MHz 2.5041(31)  2.83 1.8438(79)  2.69 0.6494(82) 1.63 
¼(bb-cc) /MHz 1.39568(68) 1.21 0.90683(98) 1.08 0.6505(20) 0.85 
       
n 306/108  163/56  110/35  
 /kHz 3.8  4.5  7.5  

a A, B and C are rotational constants, P ( = a, b or c) are planar moments of inertia; these are derived from the moments of 
inertia I as for example Pcc = (Ia+Ib-Ic)/2, J, JK, K, J and K are quartic centrifugal distortion constants, aa, bb, cc, are 
nuclear quadrupole coupling tensor diagonal elements for the 14N atom. n is the number of quadrupole hyperfine components 
fitted. After the slash is the number of rotational transitions fitted.  is the rms deviation of the fit. b Standard errors are given in 
parentheses in units of the last digit. c Parameters in square brackets were kept fixed. 
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Table 2. Experimental rotational parameters for the parent and 18Ow species of the Bcb I-wa complex 

compared to ab initio (MP2/6-311++G(d,p)). 

 Bcb I-wa  Bcb I-wa 
Parametersa Parent 18O ab initio Parameter Parent  18O ab initio 
A /MHz 4882.90(22)b 4870.95(57) 4953.99 Paa /uÅ2 976.8921(48) 1015.117(12) 973.62 
B /MHz 504.92384(62) 486.23283(10)  507.93 Pbb /uÅ2 79.4904(48) 79.494(12) 80.66 
C /MHz 478.40531(61) 461.69722(10)  479.36 Pcc /uÅ2 24.0093(48) 24.259(12) 21.36 
3/2(aa) /MHz 1.858(47) [1.858] 2.20 J /kHz 0.05381(43) [0.05381]c  0.0048 
¼(bb-cc) /MHz 1.495(30) [1.495] 1.25 JK /kHz -2.677(14) [-2.677] -2.164  
n 111/39 45/15  K /kHz [0.] [0.]  53.1   
 /kHz 2.4 2.3  J /kHz -0.00294(28) [-0.00294] -0.0015 
    K /kHz 1.71(29) [1.71]  0.582  

a See Table 1 for definitions. 
 

Structure  

The comparison of the experimental rotational constants with those calculated at the different 

levels of theory for all the predicted conformers (see Tables S1-S3) indicates that the observed 

rotamers should be correlated with forms I, IV and VIII. The degree of agreement between 

experiment and theory is similar for the different levels of theory. Table 1 compares the observed 

parameters with those calculated at MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level for these conformers. The 

agreement for the rotational constants is better than 1% for conformer I and 3% for conformers 

IV and VIII. In all cases, there is a somewhat better agreement for constants B and C. Further 

confirmation can be obtained from the values of the planar moments of inertia Paa , Pbb and Pcc, 

giving the mass extension away from the bc, ac and bc planes, respectively. The agreement for 

the quadrupole coupling constants is worst because these constants are very sensitive to the 

configuration on the amino group and probably the experimental ground state constants, which 

are vibrationally averaged, do not reflect the NH2 configuration calculated at the minima. This is 

illustrated in Figure S4 where the predicted dependence of the quadrupole coupling constants 

with the NH2 inversion coordinate is depicted. The experimentally observed values are 

approximately reproduced for a value of the dihedral angle HNCO ~ 5º. In any case, the good 

agreement between observed and calculated parameters allows us to take the optimized 

structures for conformers I, IV and VIII as reasonable descriptions of the structures of the 

observed butyl carbamate forms. 

In butyl carbamate, the rotational constants and planar moments give also an indication of the 

relative orientation of the amide group and the butyl chain. Forms I ( = -0.964) and VI ( = -

0.985) are nearly prolate asymmetric tops indicating extended configurations which have 
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comparable rotational constants. In those conformers the molecule does not adopt a totally planar 

skeleton arrangement, as reflected by their Pcc values (18.5844 uꞏÅ2 and 33.7049 uꞏÅ2, 

respectively). The planar, linearly extended skeleton configuration corresponds to the predicted 

structure Bcb III (Pcc = 6.4 uꞏÅ2), which has not been observed experimentally. Conformer VIII, 

on the other hand is less prolate ( = -0.819), has a smaller value of the A rotational constant and 

a relatively high Pcc value (46.065 uꞏÅ2), suggesting a folded structure. These conclusions can be 

understood by taking into account the values of the d1 – d4 dihedral angles since the 

configuration of I is defined as T–T–G+–T, that of IV as T–G+–T–T, and that of VIII as T–A+– 

G—G-.  

It is interesting to remark that the two most stable forms of Bcb have the same configuration for 

the dihedral angles d1 and d2 as the two observed conformers of ethyl carbamate, Ecb I (T–T) 

and Ecb II (T–G+).18 The values of the d2 =C-O-Cα-Cβ dihedral angle for Bcb I is ca. 180 

degrees, while for Bcb IV it has a value close to 80 degrees. Those values are in good agreement 

with the same dihedral angle for the experimental structures observed for Ecb I (T–T) and Ecb II 

(T–G+) (see Table 3). In that work, the special stability of Ecb II was attributed to a weak 

intramolecular interaction between the hydrogen on Cβ and the carbonyl oxygen. Based on the ab 

initio predicted C-HꞏꞏꞏO distances, interactions of this type could also be present in forms IV and 

VIII but also in other butyl carbamate conformers (see Table S4). The plausible C-HꞏꞏꞏO 

interactions have been investigated using Quantum Theory of “atoms in molecules” 

(QTAIM)40,41 to locate bond paths (BP) and bond critical points (BCP). The results for the 

observed conformers are summarized in Figure 3 where BPs and BCPs are shown and weak C-

HꞏꞏꞏO interactions were found only for conformer VIII. Estimation of the interaction energy is 

also given in the figure. In addition a non-covalent interaction (NCI) analysis42 has been 

performed in order to visualize the weak adduct interactions. In the NCI plot (see Figure 3), 

intermolecular interactions are visualized as isosurfaces whose color codes indicate the strengths 

of attractive or repulsive interactions.  

Table 3. Theoretical dihedral angle for the observed conformers of butyl carbamate and ethyl 

carbamate. 

 Bcb I Bcb IV Ecb Ia Ecb IIa 
C-O-Cα-Cβ /° 177.4 80.2 179.8 82.5 

a from reference 18. 
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Figure 3. Bond paths (orange), ring and bond critical points (yellow) combined with NCI 

isosurfaces with S=0.5 for the observed conformers of butyl carbamate and butyl carbamate –

water complex. The strength of the C-HꞏꞏꞏO interaction estimated from the electron potential 

density (V(r)/2) at the BCPs is given for form VIII and those for O-HꞏꞏꞏO and N-HꞏꞏꞏO for the 

complex. 

The rotational parameters of the species observed in the presence of water also show good 

agreement with those predicted for the monohydrate complex of butyl carbamate (see Table 2). 

The degree of agreement is at 1.4, 0.6 and 0.2 % for A, B and C rotational constants, 

respectively. The observation of the 18O water complex isotopologue (see Table 2) gives 

additional structure information allowing us to locate the position of the water molecule. 

Analysis of the changes of the planar moments with isotopic substitution is an excellent starting 

point to analyze the structure of the complex. Pbb has identical values (within experimental error) 

in the parent and in the 18O species, indicating that the oxygen atom lies in the ac plane (see 

Figures 4 and S3). In the same way the small change observed for Pcc indicates that the water 
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oxygen is close to the ab plane. These observations combined with the fact that only Paa shows 

significant changes upon substitution indicates that the water oxygen lies practically on the a axis 

with very low values of the b and c principal coordinates (see Figures 4 and S3). 

Two different approaches have been used to explore the structure of the Bcb I-wa complex by 

exploiting the information obtained from the 18O isotopologue. The first method, r0 structure,43 

gives a partial effective structure from a least-square fit of certain distances and angles to 

reproduce the experimental moments of inertia in the ground vibrational state.44 For the Bcb I-wa 

complex the best r0 structure has been obtained by fitting the OaꞏꞏꞏHw1 distance and the C-

OaꞏꞏꞏHw1 angle and fixing the rest of the molecular parameters to the ab initio values. The second 

method, the rs substitution structure, is based on the changes occurring in the moments of inertia 

due to monoisotopic substitution. By solving the Kraitchman equations45 this method gives the 

absolute values of the coordinates for the substituted atom in the principal inertial axis system of 

the parent molecule. The signs for the coordinates have to be assigned from other structures, 

such as r0 or re. The uncertainties in the coordinates of the 18O atom have been quoted following 

the Costain rule.46 The results for re, r0 and rs structures are summarized in Figure 4. 

The intermolecular interactions established between butyl carbamate and water are similar to 

those previously reported for monohydrated complexes of molecules bearing the amide 

group.8,10,22,33,35,36 The water molecule interacts with the polar end of butyl carbamate closing a 6 

member cycle through the formation C-OaꞏꞏꞏHw1-OwꞏꞏꞏHf-N hydrogen bond network (see Figures 

4 and S3). In this complex, both butyl carbamate and water are acting simultaneously as 

hydrogen donor and acceptor. The experimental value of Pcc increases from the monomer 

(18.5844 uꞏÅ2) to the monohydrated complex (24.0093 uꞏÅ2), supporting the notion that water 

interacts in this typical directional manner with the amide group (lone pair of the oxygen to the 

amino H). Since the latter is out of the ab inertial plane it makes the non-planar disposition of the 

water molecule more noticeable (see Figures 4 and S3). 

In the theoretical calculation for the Bcb I-wa complex, the dihedral angles of the butyl chain 

have similar values as in the monomer. This indicates that the water molecule interacts solely 

with the amide and the carbonyl groups and does not substantially affect the structure of the 

butyl carbamate backbone. 
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Figure 4. The Bcb I-wa complex showing atom labelling with the partial effective r0 structure, 

compared to the calculated re structure, and with comparison of the Ow coordinates for rs, r0 and 

re structures. 

 

Conformational interconversion  

Despite the presence of unassigned lines in the experimental spectrum, no other monomers were 

observed, although there are other low energy conformers predicted, with energies even lower 

than for the observed forms, as in the case for Bcb II conformer. The non-observation of those 

forms could be explained by invoking conformational interconversion through energy barriers 

lower than ca. 400 cm-1 by collisional relaxation in the supersonic jet.47,48 Some interconversion 

barriers have been obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G level of theory by calculating the 

bidimensional potential energy surfaces by scanning the dihedral angles d1 – d4. In figure 5a the 

surface corresponding to the relaxed scan of angles d2 (C-O-Cα-Cβ) and d3 (O-Cα-Cβ-C) in steps 

of 15 degrees, while keeping d1 and d4 angles fixed to T configurations. In this energy surface it 

is possible to identify the minima of conformers I to VIII. The possible potential energy function 

paths for their interconversion can be envisaged by following the valleys along the d2 (C-O-Cα-

Cβ) dihedral angle connecting forms I, II and VI or III and IV. These paths are illustrated in 

figures 5b and 5c showing the one-dimensional functions calculated at B3LYP-D3/6-

311++G(d,p). Figure 5d shows the d2 dihedral angle path connecting forms V, VII and VIII. The 

figures show how conformers II and VI can interconvert into I, III into IV and V or VII into VIII, 

by overcoming low barriers in consistency with the observation of forms I, IV and VIII only. The 
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fact that these three conformers are observed indicate that these should correspond to the most 

stable forms within each series of conformers, for example form I is more stable than form II, 

even if the minimum for the latter is predicted to be the global minimum at the levels of theory 

used. The inclusion of the water molecule does not substantially change the shape of the 

potential function and the energy barriers as shown in figure 5b. 

 

Figure 5. a) Bi-dimensional potential energy surface for the relaxed scan of the d2 (C-O-Cα-Cβ) 

and d3 (O-Cα-CβC) dihedral angles at the B3LYP-d3/6-311G level of theory showing the minima 

corresponding to forms I to VII of butyl carbamate (see Figure S1 and Tables S1-S2). b-d) One-

dimensional potential energy functions (B3LYP-D3/6-311++G(d,p)) for the relaxed scan of the 

d2 (C-O-Cα-Cβ) dihedral angle, for three different configurations of the d3-d4 dihedral angles (b: 

G+-T; c: T-T; d: G- -G-) showing possible paths for conformational relaxation to the I, IV and 

VIII conformers through low energy barriers. In b, VIb refers to conformer VI with the amino 

group inverted. 
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Conclusions 

The structure of butyl carbamate has been studied in the gas phase by high-resolution 

microwave spectroscopy. Thirteen different conformations have been predicted to be low-energy 

minima on the potential energy surface of butyl carbamate. The only significant change between 

all of them is the different relative orientation of the butyl chain. From all of the possible 

rotamers, only three have been observed experimentally. The two most stable forms present 

extended structures in correspondence with the monomers observed for the related molecule, 

ethyl carbamate. This correspondence is reflected in similar values of the C-O-Cα-Cβ dihedral 

angle. The less stable conformer VIII presents a folded structure reinforced by a weak C-HꞏꞏꞏO 

intramolecular interaction from the terminal methyl group to the carbamate C=O group, which 

contributes to its stabilization. A similar interaction was invoked for ethyl carbamate in order to 

explain the unexpected low energy of the second most stable conformation.18 The lack of 

observation of the remaining structures, even those with low energy, could be explained by the 

existence of collisional relaxation processes taking place in the supersonic expansion which 

interconvert them into the detected conformers through rotation around the O-C bond. 

Exploration of the potential energy function along this coordinate show low interconversion 

barriers. In addition, the monohydrated complex of the most stable form of butyl carbamate has 

been observed. This complex is stabilized by a C-OaꞏꞏꞏHw-OwꞏꞏꞏH-N hydrogen bond network. 

These types of interactions have been reported for similar molecules containing the amide 

group.8,10,22,33,35,36 In the complex, the structure of the butyl carbamate molecule seems to remain 

essentially unchanged. 
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